Comments and Ratings

Domestic Joinery & Maintenance
Services
Easdale, Starlaw Road, Bathgate,
West Lothian, EH47 7BW
01506 651 205
NUMBER OF FEEDBACK FORMS RECEIVED: 44 (showing most recent 30)
AVERAGE SATISFACTION SCORE (OUT OF 10): 9.6
Feedback forms are completed by previous customers, rating their experience of dealing
with Domestic Joinery & Maintenance Services.
The following table shows average customer satisfaction scores out of 10:

Customer Satisfaction

Average out of 10
(10 being best)

Value for Money
How reasonable were the charges for the work
undertaken?
Quality of Work
How satisfied were you with the quality of the job on
completion?
Service
How professional, courteous and considerate was
the trader?
Tidiness
Did the trader leave your property in a clean and
tidy condition?

9.3

9.6

9.7

9.7

The following questions were also asked:

Did the Trader...
Explain all the costs?
(including labour, VAT, call out
charge, etc)
Give an estimate or
quotation at the start of the
job?
Keep you informed of any
changes?
(including costs, timeframe,etc)
Give you a receipt or invoice
at the end of the job?

Yes

No

N/A

93%

0%

7%

98%

2%

0%

93%

0%

7%

84%

5%

11%

Question

Yes

Would you recommend this trader to a friend?

98%

CUSTOMER COMMENTS
ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

th

Date received: 19 December 2018
Total cost of work: £4320
Description of work: Complete new en-suite removal of old suite, walls stripped and filled, fill and
tape ceiling, install new extractor, fit new suite, and
adjust plumbing so suite is floating, all tile work.
Comments: WOW - blown away with my new ensuite, and we are hard to impress. Throughout the
process Morgan was clear and advised us on the
best way to approach the layout, always allowing us
to decide what we wanted. He remained patient and
answered my numerous questions and never made
me feel awkward. Derek was also fantastic and work
as a great team. Very tidy workers and worked so
hard until job was complete. Cannot thank them
enough.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

Quality of
work

10

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

th

Date received: 19 December 2018
Total cost of work: £410
Description of work: External lights fitted to front of
house. Additional sockets fitted in loft and all
electrical work to accommodate speakers in ceiling.
Comments: My scores speak for themselves.
Cannot recommend Morgan and Derek enough due
to professional, prompt and friendly service. We got
exactly what we asked for and there was no mess left
afterwards. Have used Morgan before and will
continue to do so - would not go anywhere else!

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

10

Quality of
work

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

th

Date received: 14 December 2018
Total cost of work: £475
Description of work: Lowered ceiling and put in 3
downlights. Then plastered and sanded ready for
painting.
Comments: Very professional service - 2nd time we
have used Morgan - he fitted our bathroom in
October. Worked long hours to complete the job so
we would have less disruption. Very friendly team
and let us know what was happening at all times.
After care service is excellent. Cleaned up as well so
no mess for us to have to clean! Will continue to use
this service - very good value, very professional and
a very high standard of work.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

Quality of
work

10

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

th

Date received: 10 December 2018
Total cost of work: £7500
Description of work: Delighted with Morgan who
converted my garage into a florist workshop to allow
me to open my own business. Reliable with complete
attention to detail. Morgan is now contracted to do
further works on my purpose built shop.
Comments: A great service would highly recommend,
arrived on time, was able to advise me well and
accepted my vision and added some amazing
touches. I had peace of mind when they were at my
house, very tidy and great to deal with. Nothing was
a problem. Amazing quality from start to finish with a
great end product.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

10

Quality of
work

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

th

Date received: 28 November 2018
Total cost of work: Not provided.
Description of work: Various plumbing/roof work.
Comments: Made 2 appointments to give quote.
One occasion advised he was running late and
wouldn't make it. Second time didn't bother to tell
me. I had to call him and was told he wouldn't make
it.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

Quality of
work

1

Service

1

1

Tidiness

1

Trader response: On both occasions the woman (not an actual customer) was notified as approx. appointment times are
given. When I’m running significantly late I’ll make people aware which I did in the first instance. When you actually work
on the tools and manage everything things are tight for time. On the second occasion when you’re emailed before you’re
even meant to be at the appointment. I’m afraid no one wants difficult customers as I’m not a difficult tradesman as my
feedback shows, actually the opposite ...

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

th

Date received: 11 October 2018
Total cost of work: £43,000
Description of work: Addition of a sunroom to the rear
of our property.
Comments: Absolutely delighted with the service
received from DJMS. Every detail from planning to
tidying was meticulous! Morgan is a perfectionist and
his work evidences this. Our sunroom is finished to
the highest possible standards and has added so
much to our home.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

10

Quality of
work

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

st

Date received: 31 May 2018
Total cost of work: £20,000
Description of work: Conversion of part of garage to
create new cupboard space and small study, new
flooring throughout downstairs, movement of partition
wall and demolition of part of supporting wall to make
larger dining area, installation of new kitchen
appliances and replacement of worktop. Other
related jobs included painting and installing new
lights.
Comments: Morgan and Derek were very
professional and we're delighted with their work.
Good communication meant we knew what was
going to be done and when. They arrived on time and
usually worked 8+ hour days, leaving the house as
tidy as possible at the end of the day. They also
provided useful and practical suggestions throughout
the job and the finish is of a very high quality. Visitors
have been very complimentary about the work and
we'll definitely be using DJMS again in the future.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

Quality of
work

10

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

th

Date received: 16 April 2018
Total cost of work: £11240
Description of work: Knocking down the wall between
separate toilet and ensuite bathroom and filling in
door, removing old bathroom furniture, mending floor
damaged by leak, tiling and fitting new bathroom
furniture. Cost included ordering and supplying all the
furniture and parts.
Also mended balustrade on external balcony.
Comments: Morgan and his colleague, Derek, did a
fantastic job. They were prepared to work long hours
to get the job done quickly and they left the work area
and rest of the house very tidy at the end of each
day. They gave a clear quote to start with and there
were no hidden costs. They finished on schedule and
were more than happy to sort out a couple of (very
minor) snags after completion. I have no hesitation in
recommending them strongly.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

10

Quality of
work

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

th

Date received: 18 December 2017
Total cost of work: £3220
Description of work: Additional utility room using
garage space/insulated floor and walls/storage space
and structural opening into hallway.
Comments: Another fantastic job by Morgan and
Derek at DJMS. From the first contact to quote job
through to completing job the communication was
great. The guys where tidy and have left us with a
great new utility storage area, done inside a week
and before xmas too! The workmanship is a great
standard and Morgan’s advice before and during job
was very much appreciated. We would highly
recommend DJMS and will be using in the near
future for bathroom upgrades!

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

Quality of
work

10

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

th

Date received: 6 December 2017
Total cost of work: £8145
Description of work: Prep and paint whole house;
supply and fit new vanity unit in toilet; supply and fit
new vanity/wc unit, mirror, radiator, completely
regrout all floor and wall tiles in bathroom; supply and
fit new flooring kitchen/hall/toilet; supply and fit new
oak doors/hardware throughout house; fit magna
clean to heating boiler; various miscellaneous
finishing jobs.
Comments: Already knew Morgan's work so gave
him a call. Everything is straightforward, getting
estimates, arriving on time and keeping you updated
throughout project. There were a few headaches that
cropped up due to poor workmanship by the original
builder, but Morgan and Derek took everything in
their stride and rectified all these problems for me,
Both very particular about finishing’s.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

9

Quality of
work

10

Service

10

Tidiness

9

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

th

Date received: 6 November 2017
Total cost of work: £11,500
Description of work: Supply and install new kitchen,
including reconfiguring carcasses where requested
and fitting solid wood worktop. Install new plumbing
and electrics for washing machine in basement,
install new outdoor tap and electrical sockets.
Comments: Absolutely fantastic service from start to
finish. Very straightforward to deal with, excellent
communication throughout the project. Gave advice
at all stages and provided all trades required to
complete the project to high standard. Couldn't be
happier and have used this company again for a
smaller rewiring job with the same excellent service.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

Quality of
work

9

Service

10

10

Tidiness

10

th

Date received: 25 October 2017
Total cost of work: £1910
Description of work: Replacing polycarbonate roof
and timbers over section of carport, and installing a
new outside door to back garden.
Comments: Morgan kept us well informed by email
from the start and turned up when he said he would,
letting us know of any delay. Work was done
efficiently and with due care and attention, and he
and his colleague were always pleasant and polite.
We wouldn't hesitate to use DJMS again, or to
recommend them to others.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

10

Quality of
work

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

th

Date received: 15 August 2017
Total cost of work: £300
Description of work: New garden gate and fitting an
outdoor tap.
Comments: Really pleased with work carried out and
it was all tidy when they left. Wouldn’t hesitate to
contact Morgan for any future work.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

Quality of
work

10

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

th

Date received: 5 July 2017
Total cost of work: £75,000
Description of work: Design and build of complex
(non rectangular) 45 square meter extension,
adjoining existing dwelling (tied into existing roof).
Including, bi-fold doors, Velux roof windows,
underfloor heating, and creation of cupboard area in
adjoining garage space. In addition to the property
extension, the works also included 35 square meters
of decking outside and reformation of pathways
around the property, and creation of retaining wall on
the property frontage to accommodate slope of the
land.
Comments: From initial design conversations, to
finished article, we are kept informed and engaged,
and always feel like we are given the information we
need to make the many choices that are required
throughout a project of this type. The build process
was completed broadly on schedule, and broadly in
line with original estimates. I would absolutely
recommend Morgan/DJMS as a business that can be
trusted to do a high quality job, in a professional way.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

10

Quality of
work

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

th

Date received: 6 March 2017
Total cost of work: £11,000
Description of work: Removal of internal wall
between toilet and en-suite. Remove old bathroom
suite. Move internal door. Install new suite in
combined room, with tiling and paint.
Comments: The work was carried out to a very high
standard. The area was left tidy each day and we
were kept informed of any changes/problems as they
occurred. Morgan was also able to complete a couple
of small extra jobs during the work. We would happily
recommend DJMS and will be using them again!

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

Quality of
work

9

10

Service

10

Tidiness

9

th

Date received: 5 December 2016
Total cost of work: £3970
Description of work: Refurbish bathroom. Stripping
back the whole area to its wall and floor and then
replacing these.
Rerun pipework, core the wall for an extractor fan,
new drainage, re-sheet walls, lower ceiling, put in
new shower, wet wall panels, ceiling light,
floorboards, flooring installed, larger radiator
replaced, new radiator installed in hallway and install
cupboards etc.
Comments: Morgan and his team were on site all day
only leaving to eat lunch in their vehicle.
Nothing was an issue for them and they got stuck
into the job at a great pace, ensuring each day the
working area was left clean and tidy removing all
rubbish.
I have an autistic child who has issues with loud
noises and the guys were sympathetic to this and
worked as quietly as possible to avoid any distress to
him.
The work carried out was of a very high standard and
communication is first class.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

10

Quality of
work

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

th

Date received: 11 October 2016
Total cost of work: £5000
Description of work: Refurbishment of kitchen: new
worktop/sink/tap/tiling & laminate flooring. New
security front door fitted. Replacement consumer box
installed and changed several single sockets to
doubles. Fitted new extractor fan in bathroom. Also
installing replacement light fittings and carrying out
other handyman jobs throughout house.
Comments: Very high standard of workmanship for
all jobs. Will be using Morgan again when any work
required.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

Quality of
work

10

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

th

Date received: 20 September 2016
Total cost of work: £11,380
Description of work: Full kitchen refurb - removing
whole kitchen, stripping walls back and refacing,
removing part of supporting wall, adding structural
beam, installing new units with custom made boiler
cabinet, plumbing for new sink and washing machine,
fitting range cooker and chimney cooker hood, new
fusebox, new sockets and switches in kitchen to suit
layout, laying laminate flooring, replacing door, tiling
walls incorporating feature tiles as we requested.
Painting remaining walls, woodwork and ceiling.
Comments: Our new kitchen is like a photo in a
glossy magazine thanks to the skills of Morgan and
his workers. Every aspect of the work has been
finished to the highest standard with great attention
to detail. Morgan consulted with us and kept us
informed throughout. Morgan, Grant and Darren are
friendly, helpful, trustworthy, reliable and
professional. They cleaned everything beautifully
when the job was complete. We are delighted with
the end result. Thanks Morgan, Grant and Darren.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

10

Quality of
work

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

st

Date received: 31 August 2016
Total cost of work: £26,826
Description of work: Replace complete roof covering
with new slates / rebuild front of dormer windows and
replace rotten structural framing, making new dormer
ladder overhangs / remove corroded gutters and
truss brackets and replace with new cast gutters
bolts & truss brackets etc / remove two chimney
stacks & rebuild external wall skin to retain roughcast / brace roof area to infill old chimney area with
sarking timber ready to be slated / repair plaster in
two upstairs bedrooms.
Comments: The team worked from early morning
every day in all weather, from blistering heat to
thunderstorms, only stopping briefly for onsite lunch
breaks. They were all hard working, polite and goodhumoured despite the grueling task. We were
informed of problems encountered and they were
dealt with efficiently and effectively. All of the work
undertaken was completed to a high standard and
we were extremely pleased with the outcome. We
would highly recommend Morgan (DJMS) and his
team.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

Quality of
work

10

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

th

Date received: 10 May 2016
Total cost of work: £11,300
Description of work: Replacement bathroom and
repair and reconstruction of water-damaged wall and
floor, including tiling and installation of new fittings
and flooring.
Comments: This turned into a bigger job than
anticipated as previous water damage was greater
than expected, so involved taking down and
reconstructing an internal wall and replacing rotten
floor joists. We were kept informed of progress at all
times, and the work was completed in under two
weeks. All rubbish was removed and the area was
left clean and tidy. We would definitely recommend
Morgan and will use him again in future.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

10

Quality of
work

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

ONLINE FEEDBACK PROVIDED

th

Date received: 18 February 2016
Total cost of work: £10,180
Description of work: Completely remodel shower
room, replacing toilet suite, shower cabinet, fully
retiling all walls and floor, replacing ceiling and lights
and replacing showroom window.
Comments: Morgan came to measure up and assess
the shower room on the day and at the time given.
He went through the specification of what we
required suggesting changes/improvements. The
estimate was submitted for the work exactly as we
specified and agreed. The work started on time. Care
was taken to protect the floor and access to the
shower room. Care was taken at every stage and
progress was obvious at the end of each day. He
also advised when a problem arose during the strip
out and agreed what remedial work was required
before continuing. The work was completed on time
and to a very high standard. I would have no
hesitation in recommending DJMS to anyone.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

Quality of
work

10

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

th

Date received: 8 December 2015
Total cost of work: £20,000
Description of work: Convert kitchen, livingroom into
open plan area. Wall removed, steel beam inserted,
move staircase, install stair balustrade in oak/glass,
refit radiators, re-plaster, all electrical, plumbing and
decoration.
Comments: Did an excellent job and given the work
being carried out, made a very much appreciated
effort to be as tidy/clean as possible.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

8

Quality of
work

9

Service

9

Tidiness

10

th

Date received: 30 November 2015
Total cost of work: £1715
Description of work: Remove existing leaking shower
unit, strip back walls, remove stud partition, strip back
cove. Install new shower base and plasterboard
walls, skim coat ceiling, fit wet wall panels. Install
new towel radiator, extractor fan, remote housing
unit.
Comments: Both Morgan and his colleague were
very professional and worked wonderfully in finishing
our shower enclosure in two days. Everything looks
great, shower working great and leak free, just need
to decide on a bathroom paint colour now. Will be
using Morgan again for future jobs in the new year!

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

Quality of
work

10

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

th

Date received: 26 November 2015
Total cost of work: £370
Description of work: Supply and fit new shower.
Comments: Morgan was able to source the shower I
wanted, at a better price. It was fitted speedily and
efficiently and I am happy with the job done.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

Quality of
work

9

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

th

Date received: 4 September 2015
Total cost of work: £150
Description of work: Replace faulty shower unit and
replace pull cord switch.
Comments: Morgan did an excellent job. He came
when arranged and just got on with the job.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

9

Quality of
work

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

th

Date received: 17 August 2015
Total cost of work: £1195
Description of work: Remove existing shower
tray/shower unit/replace with new tray in white/fit
UPVC wet wall panels/new shower unit. Refit glass
enclosure, seal all areas. Remove waste from site.
Comments: None provided.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

Quality of
work

9

Service

9

Tidiness

9

9

st

Date received: 31 July 2015
Total cost of work: Not provided.
Description of work: Full decoration of new town flat.
Comments: Excellent and professional job.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

Quality of
work

8

Service

10

Tidiness

10

10

st

Date received: 31 July 2015
Total cost of work: Not provided.
Description of work: Full bathroom and kitchen
renovation including flooring.
Comments: Morgan and team provide a skilled and
professional service, were incredibly reliable and
finished the job to a very high standard. I would
highly recommend his firm.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

8

Quality of
work

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

st

Date received: 31 July 2015
Total cost of work: Not provided.
Description of work: Full boiler replacement. Electric
upgrade and fitting of pendant lights.
Comments: Excellent and professional job.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

Quality of
work

8

10

Service

10

Tidiness

10

st

Date received: 21 July 2015
Total cost of work: £180
Description of work: Replace and fit tap unit (new
swivel tap). Isolating valves.
Comments: We received prompt and efficient service
from Morgan. Very professional and courteous.

Value for
money

Customer Ratings (Out of 10)

8

Quality of
work

9

Service

10

Tidiness

10

